Cell-based computational modeling and simulation are becoming invaluable tools in analyzing plant development. In a cell-based simulation model, the inputs are behaviors and dynamics of individual cells and the rules describing responses to signals from adjacent cells. The outputs are the growing tissues, shapes and cell-differentiation patterns that emerge from the local, chemical and biomechanical cell-cell interactions.
Introduction
Computational modeling is becoming a key tool in the study of biological development simulation models extended with these new components better reproduce the experimental observations. A next step is to experimentally test the validity of the components used to update simulation model. Typically, the experiments will falsify the new hypothesis or point at further factors that need to be considered in the model, prompting a new round of the systems biology cycle (6). In essence this approach does not differ from the traditional empirical approach. The computational model replaces the hypothesis, which biologists typically express in terms of box-and-arrow diagrams (often also called 'model'). The computational model helps to check the internal logic of the hypothesis, it predicts unexpected outcomes of the component interactions, and it identifies specific experimental tests to test the hypothesis.
To build a computational model, most experimental biologists depend on computational biologists to build the models for them, even if they want to test a relatively simple, "back-of-the-envelope" kind of idea. To make constructing and simulating models of biochemical networks more accessible, a range of simulation tools has been made available (see Ref. and demonstrates how to build models of a growing plant tissue, a reaction-diffusion mechanism. The section ends by describing a detailed model of auxin transport.
Materials
Building a model in VirtualLeaf requires basic knowledge of the programming language C++. Basic knowledge of differential equations is useful too (see Note 1). Suitable tutorials can be found on the internet. All required tools have open source versions and can be downloaded for free. Download and install a C++ compiler, the graphical library Qt and the source code of VirtualLeaf. VirtualLeaf can be run on Windows, Linux and http://qt.nokia.com/downloads. The download page presents you first with a licence choice, GPL or commercial, and then with list of QT downloads based on operating system and machine architecture. Choose the "Complete Development Environment" appropriate for the operating system you are using. The file you download is a selfextracting archive; when executed it will display a graphical user interface that will guide you through the installation process.
On MacOSX also install the XCode Development environment from the MacOSX DVDs. Open a Qt Command prompt by choosing 'Qt Command Prompt' from the 'start' menu, then go to the folder where you have unpacked the source code of VirtualLeaf, e.g., Go to the directory where you unpacked the VirtualLeaf.
Source code

> cd ~/simulations
Change to the VirtualLeaf source directory.
> cd VirtualLeaf/src
Start the compilation procedure.
> make
Test VirtualLeaf
Once the compilation is complete, you will find the VirtualLeaf binary in virtualleaf/bin and the models in virtualleaf/bin/models. Test VirtualLeaf on Windows and Mac by double clicking on the binary; on Linux type ../bin/VirtualLeaf at the terminal command prompt.
Methods
VirtualLeaf implements a suite of biological objects and processes required for modeling MyModel::CellHousekeeping is used to specify mechanical changes or state changes of the cells. MyModel::OnDivide is used to define the rules to be executed after cell division, e.g., the redistribution of the chemicals in the parent cell.
MyModel::CellDynamics and MyModel::WallDynamics define the differential equations describing the biochemical networks within the cells and within the walls.
MyModel::CelltoCellTransport defines the rules for active and diffusive transport of chemicals over cell walls.
Basic usage of the VirtualLeaf
After starting VirtualLeaf with an existing model plugin or your own, the main window To save snapshots at regular intervals, for example to make a simulation movie, in the parameter editing window change the value of "datadir" to an appropriate directory on your file system (under "Data Export"), and toggle the 'Start saving movieframes' item from the View menu. To change the export interval, modify parameter 'storage_stride' from the parameter window.
You can also export data in CSV-format (compatible with Excel) to report on the positions, size, and chemical content of cells and chemicals, and to export some basic data on the leaf morphology. To export data on a single morphology, select the 'Export cell data' from the 'File' menu. To save data at regular intervals, you can make use of the parameters 'export_interval' and 'export_fn_prefix'. A value of zero for 'export_interval' means that no data is exported.
Prepare an empty model plugin
In the next sections, we show how to develop your own model plugin in VirtualLeaf (see Note 2) . First, you will need to prepare an empty model plugin. 
MacOSX:
> qmake -spec macx-g++ mymodel.pro; make (or qmake mymodel.pro, then compile from XCode).
8. If still running, quit and restart VirtualLeaf. The model should now appear in 'Models' menu.
Tissue growth
We will first build a simple model of cell division driven tissue growth. Use the model template you have constructed in Section 3.2. This statement instructs the cells to expand by the value cell_expansion_rate after each relaxation cycle.
2. Recompile the model plugin.
Windows:
> set MAKE=mingw32-make Recompile and start the model as instructed in steps 2 and 3.
7. Let's make the cells divide over an axis of random orientation. Add the following two header files directly after the existing header files to define π and add functionality for random functions. Meinhardt (10) proposed that leaf venation patterns can be formed by reactions between diffusing chemicals:
with 'Y' a cell differentiation factor, 'A' a self-reinforcing activator, 'H' an inhibitor 'S' a substrate and all the other symbols constants.
We will run these biochemical reactions in each of the cells by implementing a set of differential equations that assume mass-action kinetics (see Note 1). Replace myleaf.xml with the name you chose for your tissue template.
Let each cell run the reaction-diffusion equations proposed by Meinhardt (1976).
Insert them into MyModel::CellDynamics method so it becomes: 13. Start your model. Some cells will turn green, others black, but not much will happen.
The reason is that we have not yet implemented chemical diffusion. The cell wall's length is given by w->Length().
Recompile your model and restart VirtualLeaf. 
Polar auxin transport
The previous Section implemented a reaction-diffusion hypothesis for leaf venation patterning. Although reaction-diffusion mechanisms are thought to be involved in a range of plant patterning mechanisms, e.g. trichome patterning (11, 12). Many recent hypotheses of plant organ patterning assume a role for directed transport of auxin. This section will demonstrate how to implement directed transport mechanisms, starting from the traveling-wave hypothesis for leaf venation patterning (13).
The traveling-wave hypothesis is a variant of the auxin upstream pumping hypothesis 
Define a new function PINflux to calculate φ ij . To do so, add the following line of code to the file mymodel.h right before the closing curly-brace:
virtual double PINflux(CellBase *this_cell, CellBase *adjacent_cell, Wall *w);
To implement the function, add the following code to the end of mymodel.cpp: 
The first equation sums all the net PIN1-fluxes from the membrane to the endosome, 
